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Abstract
Based on the analysis of the technical and artistic characteristics of digital films at home and abroad, this
paper utilized the technical methods and artistic expression of artistic creation of ink films with Chinese
elements, forms the visual aesthetics with Chinese characteristics, and gives case presentation.
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1. Introduction
With the globalization of culture, China’s excellent
national culture has gradually gone abroad and
conquered the world with its unique oriental beauty.
Shanghai Animation Film Studio has produced a series

of ink animation short films with distinctive Chinese
characteristics, such as Little Tadpoles Search for
Their Mother (1960), Mu Di (1963), Lu Ling (1982),
Feelings of Mountains and Waters (1988) and so on.
They are characterized by Chinese ink paintings,
special artistic conceptions and strong national colors,
which have achieved the Chinese cultural and artistic
atmosphere of film and television works, standing
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in the world of art forest. The combination of ink
paintings and animations with a long history is an
important achievement in the history of Chinese
animation art, which has formed the artistic conception
of fresh, elegance and natural beauty as well as the
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unique artistic styles of China[1-4].

Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism, as well as the

With the development of science and technology,

digital technology, not only dazzled people around the

the film has entered the era of digital films from

world, but also deeply touched the hearts of Chinese

photographic films, spawning a new visual

people and ushered in the miracle of box office.

presentation -- digital films. The addition of digital

With the formation of animation school with

technology not only broadens the scope of film

Chinese characteristics, China had made outstanding

realization, but also makes it possible for wild

achievements in the early 60s to 80s of the 20th

imagination in animation. Moreover, the visual

century in animation. However, there was no

presentation of film art has been diversified and

breakthrough in ink animation for quite a long time.

expanded, presenting us with a more splendid audio-

At the same time, the “China craze” of foreign

visual feast. Zhang Yimou’s “Shadow” (2018)

Disney and DreamWorks animation films exists. As

integrated the conflict of “stillness vs motion” in the

researchers of digital media art, we propose our own

story through the expression of Chinese ink-and-

artistic creation ideas, design ideas and production

wash style, adopting the colorless “black or white”.

methods on the basis of previous achievements and

The splashes of ink added to the Chinese style fully

our own research.

demonstrated the mystery and charm of Chinese ink
paintings, not only stunned the world, but also won 12
nominations for the 55th Golden Horse Award[5].

2. Artistic creation
Chinese ink paintings have deeply explored the

American cartoons have also referenced many times

philosophical issues behind the “writing brush and

from the characteristics of Chinese ink paintings. For

ink”, “body and spirit”, “artistic spirit”, “artistic

example, in 1998, Disney’s “Mulan”[6] referenced

conception” and even the philosophy. Yang Xiaoyang,

the characteristics of Chinese landscape paintings in

dean of the Chinese National Academy of Painting and

the film, which is smart and elegant. In the creation of

vice chairman of the Chinese Artists Association, said

exterior scenes, the design method of Chinese painting

in the promotional video of International Promotion

leaving a blank was adopted. The character design

Project of Chinese Ink Painting “Contemporary

of Hua Mulan also referenced the characteristics

Chinese ink painting exhibition in USA – Oriental

of traditional Chinese painting of beautiful women

Ink Painting: “It is the carrier of all the cultures of the

to a large extent. It was beautiful and elegant with

Chinese nation. It is one of the most distinctive forms

indomitable perseverance.

of expression in China. It is truly a form of Chinese

DreamWorks’ “Kung Fu Panda 1” (2008) and “Kung

characteristics, unique, irreplaceable, continues to the

Fu Panda 2” (2011)[7] further referenced Chinese

present vitality and infinite space for development.”

traditional culture on the basis of “Mulan”. “Kung

Chinese ink painting is the spiritual orientation of the

Fu Panda” has formally adopted the style of Chinese

unity of Chinese culture and nature. This minimalist

ink paintings, and referenced the ideas of Chinese

approach follows both Chinese philosophy and

Confucian culture and Zen thought in the content. The

aesthetics. It also coincides with some of the practices

seamless integration of Chinese ink paintings, Chinese

of Western modern and contemporary art. Therefore,

culture, Chinese stories and the philosophies of

in the process of realizing digital ink painting, it is
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necessary to follow the essence of writing brush,

the characteristics of Chinese painting, we will set up

spirit, rhyme and meaning of Chinese ink painting,

the ink painting brushes.

break through the shackles of traditional writing brush,

In an ink painting, there is not only one kind of black

ink, paper and inkstone, and combine the assistance

colors, the ancient said that “Masstone can be divided

of digital technology to present a new attitude in

into six colors”, that is, “dry, wet, thick, light, coke

animation films.

and white”, and white means blank. In order to draw

There are four basic approaches for the realization

a complete digital ink painting, a variety of changes

of digital ink painting: the first one is to re-create

of the brush are required. In Photoshop, the thickness

digital technology based on traditional ink painting.

and shade of lines are changed by the settings of the

For example, the illustrator Jungshan in Taiwan

brushes.

often uses traditional painting materials and digital

Open “Brush” from “Window” panel. Among them,

technology for artistic creation. The second is the use

the extension length of the variation of the thickness

of PS or sai drawing software to complete digital ink

of a line is determined by various parameters of “Shape

painting works, in the process of software creation, it

dynamics”, and the size of “Minimum diameter”

is operated by skillful use of a brush. According to the

determines the smallest value of the brush diameter.

needs for making the appropriate brushes, they can

The change of line is determined by the “Double

also be downloaded from the network, which is very

brush”, where the larger the “Pacing” parameter is,

convenient. The third is the software processing of

the greater the change spacing of the double brush in

picture materials to achieve the effect of ink painting,

the main brush. The larger the parameter of “Number”

but this method can only achieve some ink painting

is, the larger the number of double brushes in the

effect simulation to a certain extent, such as Zhang

main brush is and the denser it is; on the contrary, the

Yimou’s ink painting style works – “Shadow”, the

smaller the number is, the sparser it is.

shot pictures of which are formed by shooting the real

The change in the shading of the lines is achieved

scene and digital processing in the later stage. The

by adjusting the “Color dynamics” of the brush. The

fourth is the combination of photography and digital

settings of the foreground and background colors play

technology to present the virtual-real synthesis of ink

a key role. The larger the value of “Control-fade”,

paintings, represented by the contemporary artist Lu

the longer the extension in the foreground strip. The

Jun.

smaller the value, the shorter the extension in the

We use these production methods and integrate
innovations to outline the dreamy and dynamic space,
the different forms of artistic expression, the smooth

foreground strip.
Now I can set up the brush tool to make the ink
painting brush I need.

brushwork and the unpredictable artistic effects to

A. Ink droplet

complete the digital ink film in the new context.

a. Press [Ctrl+N] to create a new file. The specific

2.1 Reform of ink painting brushes’ settings
“It is necessary to have effective tools to do good

parameter settings are shown in figures:
b. Create a new layer, select the brush tool

, set

work.” In order to realize the concept of creation,

the brush parameters

complete the digital ink film work, and fully reflect

the picture, and set the foreground color to black to

as shown in
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directly apply the shape of the droplet on the layer.
c. Click on the top right corner of the brush preview
Settings -- Create a new brush – and name it as “Ink
droplet”. Next time you can just click the ink-droplet
brush and use it.

C. Wet brush
The effect is as follows
a. Press [Ctrl+N] to create a new file 10*8cm with a
resolution of 300.
b. Create a new layer, click the brush tool, and set
the parameters as follows:
c. Set the foreground color to black and move the
brush slowly to create a blurred effect.
d. Create a new brush and store the set brush, as
shown in the “Ink droplet” example.

D. Color brush
On the basis of the previous several examples of ink
B. Dry brush

painting brushes, plus color changes, you can form

The effect is as above:

a simple color brush, in order to make more color

a. Press [Ctrl+N] to create a new file 10*8cm with a

changes, you can add filters.

resolution of 300.

The color and intensity of the brushes can be

b. Create a new layer, click the brush tool and set

achieved by setting the parameters. However, ink

“Brush tip shape”, “Shape dynamics”, “texture”,

painting does not include setting the above several

“double brush”, “transfer”, “establish” and “smooth”

brushes, but requires a large number of brushworks

respectively. The parameters are shown as above:

to draw. We must be familiar with the settings of
various brushes and the performance characteristics
of different brushes to show the characteristics of ink
painting. In addition, the thickness change between
the lines is realized by adjusting the diameter of the
brushes. The shading change between the lines is

c. Set the foreground color to black and hold down
the Shift key to draw directly.
d. Create a new brush and store it, as shown in the
“Ink droplet” example.

determined by the opacity of the brushes. Knowing the
relationship between the settings of the above brushes
and the lines, you can use the brushes flexibly.
2.2 Expression techniques of ink lines
The use of ink brushes is the same as the use of
lines in Chinese paintings. Line is the basic means
of modeling Chinese paintings, which is different
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from the way that western painting relies on light

the brightness and purity of the picture also underwent

and dark tones to express real modeling. Chinese

subtle changes, making the water clearer and the

painting lines are based on “depicting”, using lines

branches more vigorous and powerful. In addition,

to represent surfaces, and express the layers of the

the echo between color and ink made the picture

picture through the change of lines. The changes in

have more contents. For example, when the tadpoles

Chinese painting lines are extremely diversified, with

were playing, a purplish-red flower appeared in the

differences such as light, heavy, slow, urgent, thick,

ink picture. The static flower formed a sharp contrast

fine, curved, straight, rigid, soft, fat, and thin. Just

with the dynamic tadpoles. The picture was vivid,

as for the folds of clothes in ancient Chinese figure

and rich in poetic and artistic flavor. The charm of

paintings, there are 18 kinds of descriptions, called

Chinese traditional culture was showed on the screen,

“18 strokes”, including iron-wire stroke, lanye stroke,

producing a wonderful artistic effect.

and jianbi stroke. For the line expression of Chinese

2.4 Expression techniques of ink portrait painting

paintings, the brushes are very particular. There are

There are two systems of ink portrait painting,

ancient sayings of “five taboos” and “six essentials”.

ideographic ink painting and realistic ink painting.

“five taboos” means avoiding dullness, stiffness, dry,

The ideographic brushwork pays attention to ink lines

weakness, and knot. “Six essentials” means the use of

and artistic conception. Realistic portrait painting

the brushes is natural and powerful, changeable and

emphasizes the combination of lines and structure,

related, strong and humid, firm and soft, fixable and

and combination of block and surface. The calligraphy

condensed, and clever and clumsy.

brushes unify form and spirit.

2.3 Expression techniques of ink painting scenes

According to the particularity of digital films in the

The scene design in the digital films is to depict

production process, especially the frame-by-frame

the role of characters, and at the same time to foil

ink painting animation, the ideographic brushwork is

the atmosphere. The artistic conception and elegant

more suitable. For example, characters in classic ink

and ethereal picture of digital ink painting art, which

painting animation such as “Little Tadpoles Search

are generated from illusion and reality, are more

for Their Mother” and “Mu Di” all used ideographic

prominent in scene design. Each scene in the film is

brushwork. The lines, surfaces, fine lines, and bold

a flexible and beautiful ink painting picture, and the

lines are very important in ideographic portrait

ink landscape gives the audience heart full of pride. In

expression, fine lines are used where the out contours

the scene design of the ink painting animation “Little

have spaces; bold lines are used for shadows, overlaps,

Tadpoles Search for Their Mother”, the space and

and dents; there must be grey lines next to blod lines,

mood of the scene were well displayed in a single ink

each line must have a source based on perspective

color. In the close shot design, the designer expressed

relationships and structural relationships, and the line

the images of the objects through the alternating wet

cannot be used when three sides can be seen.

and dry ink painting expression techniques. In the
distant view design, the layering of the mountains was

3. Cases

highlighted by the techniques of thick ink rendering.

The creation effects of the new ink painting brushes

The layering of the pictures was more abundant, and

are shown in the figures. The improved brushes can
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more easily express the artistic conception of ink

school”, which was recognized internationally. The

painting effects quickly.

ink painting art with thousands of years of history is

The creation effects of the new ink painting line

a digital ink film is an ink painting, which is rather a

expression methods are shown in the figure:

Outline drawing Texture drawing method

Dark ink

Wet ink

a traditional Chinese art form. Every static frame in

Shading

kind of spiritual painting. It requires a heart-based,
mind-and-use method to understand. The connotation
in the heart touches the depths of the soul and plays a
role in self-cultivation. Its aesthetic characteristics are
mainly manifested in the beauty of the form and the
spirit, the artistic beauty of the illusion and reality, and
The creation effects of the ink scene expression

the spiritual beauty of the flowing space.

methods are shown in the figure. Through the settings

The overall framework of the digital ink-painting

of various brushes and combining the perspective

film “The Invincible Constable” is a combination

relationship of the scenes, the artistic conception of

of Chinese and western methods. Firstly, as for

virtual and real alternation and the dreamlike space

the overall style, the early concept design uses the

management are realized.

minimalist texture of ink to express. In terms of
content, “The Invincible Constable” is based on the
Chinese folk wuxia novel “Three Heroes and Five
Gallants”. Wuxia is a part of traditional Chinese
culture that cannot be ignored. The chivalrous
tenderness shown in film and television works has
always been the object of audiences’ enthusiasm
and pursuit, and wuxia with profound national

The creation effects of the expression method of ink
portrait painting are shown in the figure:
4. Aesthetic vision
In the 1960s, Chinese ink painting animation, with

characteristics of China has attracted worldwide
attention. Ink painting has a sense of wuxia, frames
with low saturation and black-and-white ink painting
style show a sense of mystery, coupling toughness
with softness and highlighting chivalrous demeanor.

its unique oriental artistic style, was established as

The character designs of “The Invincible

one “school” of the animation system – “Chinese

Constable” referred to the shaping characteristics
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of the characters in American animation. They were

design was based on the characteristics of Chinese

rich in hierarchy and connotation and had their

ancient costumes, combined with the western design

own unique characteristics. For example, the first

style, making the film more artistic.

brother, Lu Fang, whose nickname was Zuan Tian

The action designs of wuxia refer to the wushu

Shu, was the oldest brother among five brothers. He

design of traditional Chinese martial arts. Martial arts

was good at pole-climbing. His face was purple with

is also part of China’s excellent traditional culture.

full beard. This was an honest and tolerant guy. The

The wushu action designs in Kung Fu Panda added

second brother, Han Zhang, whose nickname was

enough flexibility to the naive panda, which was also

Che Di Shu, had the ability to make gunpowder and

a very important factor for its popularity among the

landmine and antitank grenade, which was called Pi

audiences.

Li Lei Gong Dan. He could use broadswords. He was

Digital films are presented in audio-visual language,

stuttered, stubborn, and loved to split hairs. He did

and the design of sound effects are particularly

not want to talk about something in heart. The third

important. The production of proper actions, sound

brother, Xu Qing, whose nickname was Chuan Shan

effects and picture special effects can always bring

Shu, born in a blacksmith family of Shanxi. He used

strong audio-visual impact and leave a special

hammers and mastered body shrinkage so as to enter

impression on the audiences.

18 holes in the mountains. He was irritable, reckless,
simple-minded, and had well-developed limbs. The

5. Conclusion

fourth brother, Jiang Ping, whose nick name was Fan

The article analyzed the domestic and foreign

Jiang Shu. He was thin like a sick man. He used emei

digital movie technology and artistic characteristics,

piercers and could live and see in the water. He was

constructed the ink painting films with Chinese

scheming, good at planning, eloquent, and intelligent.

element technology methods of artistic creation and

The fifth brother, Bai Yu Tang, whose nickname was

artistic performance, formed the visual aesthetics with

Jin Mao Shu, had a good look. He could use swords

Chinese characteristics, and, through the creation of

and slungshots. He looked distinguished, valued fame

works, showed “outlines the dreamy and dynamic

more than wealth, looked down upon others, self-

space, the different forms of artistic expression, the

willed, and sought to prevail over others. Zhan Zhao

smooth brushwork and the unpredictable artistic

excelled in martial arts, he was modest and courteous,

effects to complete the digital ink film in the new

calm and steady, loyal and honest, and respected by

context”. This design concept is used to complete the

others. He was “the south knight-errant” in “the three

new technical methods and artistic expressions of

knight-errants”. Pang Ji, a famous villain, was the

digital ink films, forming visual aesthetic features with

emperor’s father-in-law and supreme grand preceptor.

Chinese elements, and hoping to provide reference for

He had great power in quite high position, conducted

the public.

cliques and grabbed all the power, and controlled
imperial competitive examinations. He framed up
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